Napa Notes
September, 2008

I believe firmly that viticulture education must extend past your own property lines or, in my
case, the office door. If you grow wine in the U.S. it is pretty much an obligation to go to
California periodically to snoop around and see what is going on in the viticulture world.
Despite its dramatic climate and soil differences there is a lot to learn. Viticulture innovation,
new ideas and technologies, are pushed to the limit by the wine industry as they seek to raise
quality in increasingly minute increments. It is simply a place you need to see, feel, experience
and taste if you want to be a wine grower. The same applies to Bordeaux, about equidistant but a
language apart. Consider the climate and language challenges a wash and visit both. You can
cover a lot of ground in a day and a half!
I heard from many wine growers that it has been a strange year starting with the worst frost in
memory followed by ups and downs in weather and ending with heat spikes in September. Gosh,
sounds like a pretty normal year where we are. But it’s all relative according to experience and it
only serves to highlight the stark difference between California and Pennsylvania. We can learn
from each other, but of course they don’t know that, yet.
Pine Ridge - modern
Stony Hill - traditional
Dominus – blend of traditional and modern
Notes in red designate thought-provoking (at least to me) ideas, practices, questions, etc. that I
encountered during my visit.
Patty Saldivar is the director of vineyard operations at Pine Ridge Vineyards
(http://www.pineridgewinery.com/) on the Silverado Trail. She has been working here since
April after she moved over from Hall up in east hills above Rutherford hills. Pine Ridge has
200+ acres on 15 vineyards from Carneros into the heart of Napa with many prime sites. Their
top wine is a Bordeaux red blend called Fortis at $140/btl. The Stags Leap district has its own
unique feel and flavor with alluvial, stony soils intruding the valley floor from the hills to the
east. Gustavo is her experienced vineyard manager who runs a crew of 30. Pascal Marty is a
French consultant (also consults on Long Island). The relationship demonstrates some of the
complex dynamics with consultants from other wine regions and infrequent visits. Stacy Clark is
the 20+ year veteran wine maker at Pine Ridge.
Mark Greenspan (Advanced Viticulture) and Patty both agree it has been an unusual season
starting with the worst frost in 30+ years then hot/cold, rain and finally heat spikes in September
100+. By now a lot of fruit has been picked already. Cabernet Sauvignon in one reserve field
off the trail was at 27 brix. Crop is very small, clusters are tiny, loose with teeny berries, almost
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scraggly looking. There is a big problem with berry shrivel and dehydration but Patty says it
isn’t classic berry shrivel (this shrivel is dehydration, the other is a yet unexplained
physiological, possibly nutritional grape malady – see research in Washington). Shrivel is
mostly on sun or afternoon side of the vine, the other side is better. These berries taste like
raisins with a jammy flavors and are definitely not the best wine material. She says they will be
sorted in the field and winery but after sort there will be hardly any fruit left. This continues to
be a big problem – how to get balance in the fruit, sugar and flavors. Seeds are very brown, skin
tannins still a bit rough but resolved and flavors are a bit washed out but sweet. Patty says there
is too much heat. Vines are on 10 years old (1997), 5x3, VSP, trained very low at 14-16”,
double guyot pruning but still a lot of open trellis and canopy. Pascal recommended removing
every other bud on cane, and not using renewal spurs. Patty is worried about having good
quality and enough canes to prune this winter. This winter will be a key pruning adjustment year
for the vines. The trellis is not filled with lots of open gaps on the wire. Yields are 2 t/a and
should be 4.5 at this spacing. Row direction is also a problem. At 15h00 afternoon sun was
hitting the west side straight on. Patty would like to turn the rows to NE-SW orientation to
deflect afternoon sun. Also canopy is very thin, 1 leaf layer and lots of open canopy space.
Shoots that are there are adequate length with good internode length. But canopy needs to be
filled to get proper leaves to fruit ratio (more clusters). Leaf size is small to medium, good size
for CS and shows low vigor. Leaf color is a light green with tinge of yellowish but now basal
leaf yellowing or marginal burning (what is ideal shade of green at harvest?). She would prefer
more green in the leaves at this late stage (but isn’t that going to make the sugar problem
worse?). Can post-veraison leaf color be correlated to LSWP? PR will change row direction and
use small cross arms for a wider canopy on VSP like Abreu is doing in his vineyards. Vineyards
are clean cultivated as directed by Marty but Patty would like to use grass covers. Rational is for
frost protection. Across the valley floor there is no consistent practice of cover crop vs. clean
till, vine density and irrigation? Patty wants to move all vineyards towards organic. For vine
row weed control they use a sunflower cultivator under the vines with follow up hand hoe. What
are the disease and insect problems with organics in Napa? Gary Andrus was an experimenter.
He wanted to try every clone and rootstock available on different densities. It makes
management of these variable blocks a challenge. Irrigation continues in many fields right up to
harvest. Can irrigation be used to maintain berry turgor pressure and prevent shriveling without
compromising fruit quality? Patty irrigates in anticipation of heat spikes, up to 2g/vine. In April
she was already irrigating at 2-3g/wk after a dry winter. This was unusual. She has to buy water
and have it trucked into this block. 420A is a favored rootstock. To avoid the grafting problem
they field plant and chip bud. She also likes 101-14 which is drought tolerant, handles Mg well.
1616C is good for wet soils and nematode resistant. Cabernet clones are 7 and See clone. What
are petiole and soil test numbers in these vineyards and would compost help to build soil tilth
and OM to give healthier vine? Trunks have good diameter but canopies look weak.
Leafroll is a problem but I did not detect a sense of urgency about the problem at Pine Ridge.
We did see a few red leaves but sometimes it is hard to tell if it is K deficiency or gopher damage
or some other problem. She would use all certified vines if possible but sometimes a variety or
clone wanted by the winery is not available in certified so they go ahead and plant uncertified.
She checks the reliability of the bud wood source. Older vines are much more affected by LR.
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There is not GWSS in Napa but she still needs to watch the riparian areas for BGSS. It was a
low year for PD this year. She wonders why? What are the environmental conditions that affect
either the insect or bacterium that reduces its intensity?
Patty likes 6x3 as a good vine spacing for CS in the valley. She would prefer a higher fruiting
wire at 24” to make weed control easier and reduce comp claims. All fruit is hand picked at
night into FYBs.
Older fields are in balance but still with a lot of berry shrivel. She has “held” the fruit at 27 brix
for 10 days using irrigation. Does this really improve quality? Normally vines are getting
3g/wk. Maintain stem water potential at -14. Used to be -16 to -18 but growers have backed off.
Try to get it to -12 at heat spikes.
We drove up the hills on east side just south of Pritchard Hill to the Hall and Sloan vineyards,
spectacularly located above the valley floor in a large bowl with slopes facing in all directions.
There is very intensive viticulture up her in volcanic soils with pH 3.9-5.5 and some problems
with P deficiency but no Al problems. VSP, high density, excellent look and development work.
Sloan is Abreu vineyard and looks just like one. There is an Abreu formula for vineyards with
low and wide canopy, tight spacing and perfect manicured look. It is the high end of viticulture
and often in the hills but is it the best or most suitable?
Visited a 12 year old CS vineyard on wide spacing 12x8 with the Gallo-type spread elongated Ushaped trellis that gives a more horizontal dimension to the vine and offers more shade. The
leaves were much greener and larger than on the valley floor. Clusters and berries bigger and
juicier but not as ripe. There is less berry shrivel Maybe this is the way to grow wine in the
desert? It would be very interesting to compare fruit and wine quality between Hall and Sloan.
I’m always surprised during visits to Napa on the variability of the quality and type of
viticulture. Even new vineyards are going in on E-W rows on the valley floor. Still a lot of old
vines, even head trained and bushy vines being farmed. Rudd Vineyards look very burgundian,
rows are NS, trained low and high density, perfectly tended vines. There is still the very small
percentage at the top end and then lots of middle quality producers.

Stony Hill Vineyard (http://www.stonyhillvineyard.com/) is a legendary and historic Napa
property. High up in the west hills north of Spring Mountain above the Bale State Park between
St Helena and Calistoga. A steep and winding road leads up to the vineyards which are small
blocks cut into the hill. Stony Hill is famous for its Chardonnay, Riesling and Gewurztraminer,
all of very distinct quality. It was a precious and rare bottle of Stony Hill Chardonnay that fell
from my grasp and tragically broke at the curb at JFK after my interview at Pindar Vineyards on
Long Island in 1983.
The vineyard was first planted in 1947 by Eleanor and Fred McCrea. The winery was built in
1952. In 1988 most of the vineyard was replanted on AxR1 but phylloxera does not appear to be
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a problem even to this day. Elevation is 700-1200 feet but highly variable topography from
bottom to top. Mike Chelini has been the wine maker and vineyard manager since 1972.
Overcast and cool morning with no breeze but you can see to the valley floor and east hills. Ride
with Mike on atvs around the vineyard covering a lot of ground, top to bottom. The vineyard is
in many different blocks of various size and shape from ancient, gnarly head trained vines to
very modern trellis on top of the hill. The soils are volcanic but pH is in the 6s. It’s very dusty
and powdery on the top with some natural cover – use of compost may help the soil aggregation
here. Mike said the county tried to get him to plant cover as part of a conservation program (see
Sierra Club) and the competition from the grass was provided too much stress to the vines. Some
of the vines are irrigated but most are dry farmed. Yields are highly variable with up to 4 t/a on
some blocks and much lower on older, head-trained vines. Some of the older blocks have many
missing vines. As expected, replants are difficult to establish in this situation and soil. Some
vines showed severe Mg deficiency but otherwise the vines looked very healthy. Paul Anamosa
(www.vineyardsoil.com) can help with the vine nutrition advice.
He tried to find berries with an odd black spotting on them that developed after fruit set thinking
it may be a fungal disease that appeared after fruit set. Systemics are used out to 20 days and
work very well. PM is rarely a problem here. It takes 2-3 days to spray the vineyard. We
encountered some vines with shriveled clusters that had not been picked. The vines have very
modest canopy, with adequate shoot diameter, length and internodes, fully hardened and
terminated. The balance looked very good. There is some leafhopper damage otherwise very
little insect problems. PD is moderate and limited to areas around drainage swales.
Leafroll is evident in many of the Chardonnay vines. Mike says that 10 years ago when they
planted they did an experiment using some certified vine materials. They propagate as much as
possible from their own wood and had it cleaned up. The certified vines never produced wine as
good as the virused vines so they think there is something that the virus is doing that helps the
quality of the fruit. The certified vines would break bud earlier, had more crop, higher pH,
photosynthesis was better but the wine would not be as good. It lacked the flinty, mineral,
earthiness but most of all the signature acidity and elegant finish. Now it goes into the second
label SHV.
Field up the hill in the back is up a very steep and winding dirt road. Deer fence is around all the
fields including entire lower sections (about 60 acres enclosed). It is a monumental fencing
project as was the clearing of land to plant these vineyards among grand oaks and pine trees.
The setting is spectacular with views across the valley to the east and perfect clean, crisp air and
the quiet is palpable. The CS-Chard field is planted on VSP with wider rows and about 4 feet
between vines. The canopy fill in 3rd year is very good and Mike likes the fruit.
Smith-Madrone is high above SHV and grows very fine Riesling (one of Eddie’s favorites).
Frost was not a problem this spring except in one low spot that had taller grass, so vegetation
really makes a difference in frost incidence, it creates a rough surface that impedes drainage.
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The clone for the famous Chardonnay is Wente with small cluster, shot berries, very intense
fruit. Rootstocks in new vineyard are mostly 1103P and 110R(?).
Chardonnay grapes are laid out on slotted board propped up by old picking boxes to dry in the
sun to make a sweet dessert wine. The grapes tasted superb with great flavor concentration.
Wines tasted:
2000 Stony Hill Chardonnay
2005 Stony Hill Chardonnay
2006 Stony Hill Chardonnay
All are austere by today’s standard but with bright fruit – green apple, citrus, lemon, clean,
medium concentration on the palate with good balance of oak and acidity. Nice structure and
backbone with clean medium finish. Elegant and refined. Light and delicate reflecting cool
conditions.
Minimalist wine making is the philosophy here… rack wine off lees, age in neutral (10 year old)
barrels, no ML to preserve acidity.
Yields effects on concentration and depth?

Carneros and Acacia
This is a snap-shot of Carneros. I wanted to taste these wines which were once considered the
vanguard of Pinot Noir and Chardonnay in California. Carneros was labeled as a “cool” region
but after the fog burned off the heat would build up quickly. Rolling hills with more wide open
space, less confined than Napa with south end open to the bay. Viticulture is variable here.
There is a lot of severe leafroll in vineyards at Saintsbury and other vineyards along Cuttings
Wharf and Las Amigas roads. Old head trained vines that look like they have phylloxera. Not
super high density but mostly pretty standard viticulture.
Wines at Acacia (http://www2.acaciavineyard.com/en-us/flash.htm):
1. Winery Lake Pinot Noir tastes like classic Carneros PN with very bright, cherry fruit,
super aromatic and focused
2. Winery Lake Chardonnay is gorgeous – ripe and concentrated with peach and pear fruit,
smooth, soft, well-balanced acidity and integrated oak flavors.
3. Sangiacomo Chardonnay is more focused, angular, closed but well made
4. Lone Tree Pinot Noir
5. Desoto Pinot Noir
6. Horseshoe Bend PN (Russian River) is very distinct, more earthy and dark fruits
7. Estate Viognier is ripe, tropical, fruity, forward, clean, fresh, nice acidity
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Dominus (http://www.dominusestate.com/index.html) is the former and now historic Napanook
vineyard belonged to John Daniel and is located just west of Yountville below the foothills of the
Mayacamas. It has 108 acres of vineyard on 124 acres on three soils – gravelly/volcanic, heavy
clay and loam. The main variety is Cabernet Sauvignon supported by Merlot, Cabernet Franc
and Petit Verdot. The first vintage was produced in 1983. There are two labels, Dominus and
Napanook I visited with Jean-Marie, operations manager and friend of owner Christian Moueix
on a beautiful, perfect sunny dry Napa afternoon the day before harvest is to begin. Christian and
Cherise are here to determine the harvest. We walked around the vineyards for an hour. Older
and newer vines from the John Daniel ranch. All dry farmed but on trellis. They have adopted a
narrow lyre style to spread the canopy on the top to about 18-24” to provide some additional
shade to the fruit (much narrower than the Gallo spread U seen near Hall). It is like a spread vsp,
or a bilateral single canopy lyre. Very innovative response to heat and sun load on the valley
floor. The system requires a great deal of attention to shoot positioning the inside of the canopy,
which is completely clear for light penetration. Canopies are beautifully balanced but fuller than
a single vsp. It would be very interesting to compare pruning weights between divided and
single.
It was the driest winter in 150 years so they anticipated the vines needing to conserve water. In
response to lower soil moisture levels they hedged a little more aggressively, reducing number of
leaves and transpiration. The vines did not seem stressed, very little basal leaf yellow or
marginal burning and leaf color and size is very good, if not a bit on the green side, shoot growth
is terminated and canes are browning. No leaf removal is done as this is against their
philosophy. No lateral growth this late in season. How much hedging?
J-M says the vine is very smart and knows what you are doing to it. If you spoil the vine with
irrigation in the season, it will be lazy and berries will shrivel later on in the season. The vine
expects water in the growing season and when it is not available it will respond. If the vine is
trained not to expect water it will conserve it during the season and go the distance. The
stomates will close and reduce transpiration. These vines survived the heat spikes 2 weeks
earlier in good form.
Equilibrium is the watchword of viticulture at Dominus. Everything needs to be in proper
balance with nothing in extreme of too much or too little. “Life is all about achieving balance.”
Harvest decision is Christian’s call and based almost wholly on his sensory analysis of fruit
maturation. They want to make sure that no greenness is in the flavors. They avoid MPs by
achieving a balanced vine using the right rootstocks and matching them to the soil. They do not
want too much or too little vigor. RG and Berlandieri stocks are most widely used. Chewing
skins and seeds is important part of analysis. The vineyard is just ready to go. Clusters are
perfect, full and uniform color and size, berries show none of the dessication seen in other
vineyards. These are very healthy looking vines.
Some leafroll is present, especially in older blocks. This is of great concern to Christian. These
vines will be marked and harvested separately. The fruit is just not as mature with lower
phenolics and a longer maturation time. There is no solution to the problem now and they are
supporting research. They need to stop the spread of the virus. J-M is aware of mealybugs but
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thinks there may be some other way that the virus is moving, possibly underground, maybe even
phylloxera, possibly nematodes. Every possibility needs to be considered. There is more boron
at the base of Mt St Helena so that may be why the vineyards in the north part of the valley have
more red leaves (??).
Vineyard floor is alternate cover with clean cultivate. No legumes are added as regulating
nitrogen is given serious attention here. Need to find out more about how floor management
affects and is used to control vine size and balance.
Rootstocks are taken very seriously here and are a key viticulture tool to influence quality.
Match the right rootstock to the soil. Rootstocks used are 110R and St George are both drought
tolerant and 3309C. SG will forage to 8-9’ depth in these soils. In a warmer climate (compared
to Pomerol) they use rootstocks to adapt the vine.
Sulfur and pyrethrins (as needed) are used.
Stem water potentials were being taken at 2 p.m. They look for -12 as the proper range for
stress. -14 is too high for a dry farm conditions. They have to be more sensitive to water stress
without irrigation.
Diurnal temperature is important and is very different from Pomerol. It can be 31C in the
afternoon and down to 50F in the night. He likes the morning dew brought by marine intrusion
into this part of the valley to feed the leaves and cool the vine. He prefers the diurnal shift here
vs. in Bordeaux. As in the tropics, a short shift (or none at all) the vine never has a period of
rest, it is always respiring. Acids drop out. In 20 years the vine is exhausted.
Numbers are TA 3 g/l (is this correct?), 3.2-3.3 pH and 25 to 26 brix at harvest.
Crop thin before bunch close usually about 20-25%. There is no effect after veraison but
nettoyage is made to remove any pink berries. They thin to 2 clusters per shoot and for balance,
removing 3rd and 4th cluster if present. Fruit zone is carefully managed, clusters are separated to
allow air and light for uniform ripeness. Yields are about 50 hl/h (slightly over 3 t/a).
French drains were being installed, even though the vineyard is dry-farmed. Vines do not like
wet roots. The soil profile was extremely uniform to 10’ with a layer of rock at about 3-4’. But
mostly well-drained silt loam soils. The drains are being used to clear water quickly after rains,
especially in the spring to begin the process of regulating water – berry size and shoot growth.
New field will be CS on SG.
Two exceptional practices: washing the fruit two weeks prior to harvest. Crew drives down in
gators with a spray tank and hand held wand and washes fruit zone with water to remove dust
(does this practice also help to hydrate the fruit – see Markus Keller research in Washington).
Today, day before picking, crew is going up-down rows with leaf blowers and blowing leaves,
dust, debris from the fruit zone. It is amazing what comes out and is on the ground! All of this
MOG of will not get into the harvest bins.
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Sorting the fruit, even when they are almost perfect on the vine, is an indication of the devotion
to quality here. No sorting in the field by picking crew. The crush pad is located in the second
bay, outside but covered and is an amazing assortment of conveyors, blowers, and other devices.
Lugs are dumped and clusters are sorted > destemmer > blower > berry sort > final Mistral 100
blower removes berries under a certain weight and finally into a bin to go to fermenter. Lots of
people are involved in this process. Tremendous care is given that only the perfect berries get
into the wine.
Vine density is wider than others – Abreu, etc. Vines need space for roots to explore. If you
create too much competition they suffer. They like 3 ft2 (is this correct dimension?) of root
system for each vine.
Rows are both E-W and N-S but J-M says they like E-W (??). Less sunburn, it protects clusters
from the very hot afternoon sun (If the mid-late afternoon sun is the problem, perhaps this is the
solution). Maybe it is also the layout/dimensions of the fields they have to work and the
complications of off center rows. South ripens faster and they will do multiple passes if needed
and will keep the fruit separate in the winery.
Harvest begins at dawn and goes on until about 80F or about noon. A picker can harvest up to 2t
in this time. They have gone to use secateurs instead of knives as they are much more gentle.
In the past Christian has used as many as 20 leaf blowers to blow water off the fruit. He has used
helicopters and plastic cover. He understands the problem of water during harvest. Dilution
occurs and it takes 8-10 days for the fruit to recover. In 1998 they had 2” of rain and didn’t fasgt
track picking but waited and ended up with sound fruit. Flavors will come back if you are
patient.
After the tour I was able to meet with Christian in the offices, who is here to call the pick.
When Christian says “the vineyard is everything and like a member of the family” he means it.
I wonder about the transfer of knowledge and tradition between Pomerol and Napa given the
stark differences in climate (high sun, low water), etc. Concepts like “equilibrium” are shared but
how are they interpreted and applied?
It would be interesting to compare this wider-space dry farm method to high density/irrigated
(Abreu) style Napa farming and look at relative wine quality from this historic site.
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This is an interesting and simple yet elegant and quite accurate summation of all the ripening
curves at harvest from Kathryn Kennedy Vineyard’s web site. What a mess!

Mark L. Chien
Wine Grape Viticulture Extension Educator
Penn State Cooperative Extension
September, 2008

Follow up:
Questions:
1. What is the essential difference and how to explain the contradiction between very sound
berries with full turgor and firmness in a dry-farmed vineyard vs. desiccation and shrivel
in an irrigated vineyard both with fruit at 27 brix.
2. Vine density - how close is too close? Influence of in row vs between row?
3. Row direction – E-W? N-S? NE-SW? What’s the best orientation?
4. Leaf removal – when and how much?
5. Soils – what is the TAW difference between valley floor and hillsides.
6. Trellis system variations on VSP – Abreu’s cross arms, Dominus 2 cane lyre, standard
flat vsp
7. Stem water potentials – what is the limit? -12? -14? -16 to -18?
8. Rootstocks and soil – how is the assignment made at Dominus?
9. Leaf roll is definitely impacting quality. What can be done about it?
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Napa Visit
September, 2008

Figure 1: Berry Shrivel or dehydration

Figure 2: open canopy vsp, high density

Figure 3: wide U trellis on 12’ spacing

Figure 4: Abreu vineyard at Sloan
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Figure 5: Patty Saldivar, Pine Ridge Director of Vineyard Ops

Figure 6: Cabernet Sauvignon, north side of vine

Figure 7: South side shrivelled berries

Figure 8: Mike Chelini, Stony Hill Vineyard

Figure 9: High above the valley at Stony Hill

Figure 10: Old Wente Clone Chardonnay vine

Figure 11: upper vineyard at Stony Hill
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Figure 12: Stony Hill - drying Chardonnay

Figure 13: leaf roll virus in Pinot Noir

Figure 14: Vineyards in Los Carneros

Figure 15: Precision irrigation

Figure 16: High quality viticulture at Rudd on Silverado Trail

Figure 17: New vineyard development at Quintessa

Figure 18: Too many shoots, too many leaves
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Figure 19: Dominus' unique architecture

Figure 20: Walls made of rocks

Figure 21: Using a pressure bomb

Figure 22: Jean-Marie Maureze, director of operations

Figure 23: valley floor soils in Oakville Bench
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Figure 24: narrow spread VSP trellis

Figure 25: blowing MOG from canopy day before harvest

Figure 262: dry farmed vine canopy on valley floor

Figure 27: view of vineyard from southeast corner looking
toward western hills

Figure 28: long, tortuous path from lug to fermenter: sorting
and destemming at Dominus
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